L3HARRIS ISSI GATEWAY
Inter-RF Subsystem Interface
The ISSI Gateway Inter-RF Subsystem Interface is a software
solution that provides secure, interoperable communications
between P25 radio systems regardless of manufacturer. It allows
users to sustain communications when roaming from one system
to another—without any manual intervention—while maintaining
a connection to their home system.
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KEY BENEFITS
> Keep users connected when
roaming between P25 systems
> Extended coverage with
neighboring systems
> Integrates with L3Harris VIDA
or off-the-shelf hardware
> Backward compatible to leverage
existing infrastructurer

SPECIFICATIONS FOR: L3HARRIS ISSI GATEWAY
HARDWARE (STAND-ALONE ISSI GATEWAY)

DESIGN

Linux® Red Hat® Operating System

Unconfirmed group calls

1 Rack Unit 19-inch chassis

Caller IDs across the ISSI Gateway

Dual E5-2640 processors

Unit roaming (automatic or manual)

Two 146-GB hard drives

Group affiliation

16 GB RAM

Emergency calls

Gigabit Ethernet cards

Group and unit registration

Redundant power supplies

Supports up to 200 concurrent group calls
Call arbitration

APPLICATION

Fault reporting to the Regional Network Manager

Runs on a VIDA Application Server virtual machine for
VIDA Premier and VIDA Unite configurations

Dynamic database information from the Unified Administration Server
Provides call activity to the activity warehouse
Static Configuration via VIDA Device Manager
Support for OpenSky® systems using VIDA Transcoder
Confirmed calls
Support for pre-empt scenarios
Support for the CSSI
Support for P25 Phase 2
Support for P25 site adjacency exchange
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